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Abstract

Workflow

The term Big Data is usually used to describe huge amount of data that is
generated by humans from digital media such as cameras, internet, phones,
sensors etc. However before one can use the data, one has to address many
issues for big data storage. Motivated by Goldman and his team [1], we
have developed a software called DNACloud which makes it easy to store
the data on the DNA.

Software Output

Future Challenges

DNACloud produces three different types of output files apart from .dnac
file one of them is the figure . Other files which are generated by the
software include output text file of Memory and pdf file generated by Biochemical Estimator.

DNA data storage technology has many forthcoming challenges, some of
them are as follows:
1. Re-writable
2. Cost-effective

Output of LATEX file generated using DNACloud

3. Cheap synthesizing and sequencing techniques
4. Length of DNA string
5. Data security
6. Efficient encoding and decoding algorithm

Estimator
Our tool, DNACloud, consists of two storage estimators which are described as below:
1. Memory Estimator: This estimator provides approximate values for the
amount of physical memory required, amount of secondary memory required, amount of DNA required etc.

Testing
Main Modules

We have performed some encoding and decoding operation on some sample data files, results for which are shown in the table below.

2. Biochemical Properties Estimator: This module provides the minimum
and maximum boiling point among-st all the oligonucleotides residing
in the .dnac files.
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Software Architecture

Comparison of the file formats encoded by DNACloud. Different file
types were encoded and decoded using this tool.

Advantages
DNA data storage is a stellar technology when it comes to data store, some
of them are as follows:
1. Dense storage medium
2. No maintenance, electricity requirement
3. Long term data storage
4. Portable
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